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Japanese Garden design blended with a western touch and sporting a Buddha at its heart. by Grace Design
Associates. No one will understand a Japanese garden until you’ve walked through one, and you hear the crunch
underfoot, and you smell it, and you experience it over time. Now there’s no perfect photograph or movie that
can give you the complete experience since it is more than just visual brilliance.
Japanese symbolism in garden design is explained. There is a lot of controversy about this Japanese garden
design concept. Hear both sides of the story on symbolism in Japanese gardens.
Japanese gardens utilize elements such as ponds, streams, islands and hills to create miniature reproductions of
natural scenery. The following are some of the most commonly employed elements:
The garden design in Japan is strongly connected to the philospohy and religion of the country. Shinto,
Buddhism and Taoism were used in the creation of diffrent garden styles in order to bring a spiritual sense to the
gardens and make them places where people could spend their time in a peaceful way and meditate.
Whether the designers of early gardens actually thought along the same lines is open to question, however, and
one should be cautious in using the Sakuteiki as a key to the meaning or symbolism of all Japanese gardens.
The Japanese maple is much appreciated for its lacy leaves and magnificent autumn colours, making it a
favourite in Japanese garden design. The Japanese maples in this garden are taken indoors when winter comes,
and brought back outdoors in spring, to spare them the rigours of our Montreal winters.
Japanese gardens combine the basic elements of plants, water, and rocks with simple, clean lines to create a
tranquil retreat. Learn how to make your own Zen garden with this guide to the essential elements of Japanese
garden design.
Japanese gardens are designed to be seen from the outside, as in the Japanese rock garden or zen garden; or
from a path winding through the garden. Use of rocks . In a Chinese garden, particularly in the Ming dynasty ,
rocks were selected for their extraordinary shapes or resemblance to animals or mountains, and used for
dramatic effect.
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